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t
he two principal matters that require consideration here Scope of
are, first, whether the jurisdiction of the English courts ^^
may be invoked by or against all persons in the world
indifferently, and secondly, whether the competence of the
courts to exercise jurisdiction over persons who are amenable
thereto is in any manner restricted. We will, therefore, deal
separately with:
A. Persons to whom the jurisdiction of English courts is
applicable; and
5, The competence of English courts to entertain actions.
A. PERSONS TO WHOM THE JURISDICTION OF
THE ENGLISH COURTS IS AVAILABLE
. The general rule is that all persons may invoke or may General
become subject to the jurisdiction of the English courts, even "^
though they are foreign by .nationality or by domicil and even
though the cause of action has arisen abroad or is otherwise
intimately connected with a foreign country. Exceptionally,
however, there are certain persons who cannot invoke the
jurisdiction and certain persons against whom it cannot be
enforced.
(i)/Persons who cannot sue.
The one person disabled from suing in an English court is Alien
the alien enemy. Before a person can bear this character, therecneimc8
must, of course, be a state of war between Great Britain and an
enemy country at the time of the attempted proceedings, and
whether the countries are still at war despite the cessation
of hostilities is conclusively settled by a certificate from the

